
 

 

 

An oasis of calmness and luxury is how Haute Beauty expert Dr. Sam Rizk describes Manhattan Facial Plastic 

Surgery's office. From the moment you walk through the door, Dr. Rizk's team, who has been with the practice 

for a multitude of years will be there to take care of you! With a focus on maintaining patient privacy and giving 

each patient the level of personalized attention expected when visiting a private practice, we at Haute Beauty are 

not surprised by the impeccable reviews on his practice and what he has to offer. To get to know more about Dr. 

Rizk and his esteemed practice, we asked him about the details; here is what he shared. 

 

https://hauteliving.com/hautebeauty/member/dr-sam-rizk/


Manhattan Facial Plastic Surgery's mission: 

Dr. Rizk's mission is to help patients enhance their natural features without making them look like a completely 

different person. Dr. Rizk focuses on facelifts, particularly deep plane and rhinoplasty. 

How did you come up with the name of your practice?  

Since I specialize in the Face, Neck, and Nose and am double Board Certified in those areas, the name 

“Manhattan Facial Plastic Surgery” fits the profile. 

Most popular services requested:  

Rhinoplasty and facelifts, deep plane facelifts, and many other types.  

The future of plastic surgery? 

To use endoscopic techniques for smaller incisions in browlifts, tissue glues for faster recovery, and no drains 

after facelifts. I see more techniques to minimize incisions and expedite recovery in the future.  

What are you best known for? 

Unique, custom-made noses and natural facelifts.  

 

https://www.drsamrizk.com/


 

What is unique about Manhattan Facial Plastic Surgery?  

We focus on nose and facelift surgeries and see patients who fly from other parts of the U.S. and from abroad to 

have their primary or secondary rhinoplasty or facelifts with us. I employ a micro-powered diamond-based 

machine to soften and refine the edges of each cartilage graft I use in nose surgery. When the nose heals, it results 

in a smoother shape with rounded edges. Facelifts heal faster with tissue glue without drains. 

Are there any new services you are excited to offer?  

Not necessarily new, but a deep plane facelift combined with a Neck Lift has gained in popularity in the last 

couple of years. Some of the main benefits of a deep plane facelift include a more natural-looking result, 

improved contour and definition of the face, and longer-lasting effects compared to a traditional facelift. 

Because the deep plane facelift addresses the underlying tissues of the face, it can provide better lifting and 

tightening of the facial muscles and fat, leading to a more youthful and rejuvenated appearance. Additionally, 

because the incisions used in a deep plane facelift are typically placed in strategic locations where they can be 

easily hidden by the hair or natural creases of the face, the scars from this type of surgery are often less noticeable 

than those from a traditional facelift. 

What is one underrated service that doesn’t receive as much press as it 

should?    

Eyelid surgery can dramatically rejuvenate a face. Eyes are windows into the soul. 

 

 

https://www.drsamrizk.com/mps-procedures-surgical-facelift.html

